**Town Hall Meetings**

**Oct. 1 | Energy & Geopolitics**

Michol McMillan Ecklund  
Senior Vice President and General Counsel  
Callon Petroleum Company

Michol McMillian Ecklund addresses the global dynamics of the energy industry including the shifting forces of supply and demand, the re-emergence of the U.S. as the world leader in oil production and the socio-economic impact of the energy industry around the world.

**Oct. 8 | Stronger Together: Merging the Colleges**

Dr. Stephan Wilson  
OSU Regents Professor & Dean, College of Human Sciences  
Interim Dean, College of Education, Health and Aviation

The partnerships and collaborations between OSU’s College of Human Sciences and College of Education, Health and Aviation are expected to result in new areas of synergy as the two colleges merge into one. Dr. Stephan Wilson talks about the opportunities and how the process will unfold.

**Oct. 15 | The State Legislature: One Year In**

Trish Ranson  
State Representative (D-District 34)  
John Talley  
State Representative (R-District 33)

State Representatives Trish Ranson and John Talley will report directly to you about their first year working together and with other lawmakers on committees, forming legislation, listening to constituents and promoting the well-being of all Oklahomans.

**Oct. 22 | Healing & Empowering**

Marie Abraham-Robinson  
Director, Wings of Hope

Wings of Hope Family Crisis Services provides comprehensive, confidential help to individuals and families experiencing domestic violence, sexual assault, stalking and child abuse or neglect. Its goals also include pursuing social change through community awareness and client advocacy. Marie Abraham-Robinson discusses the protective factors that lower Adverse Children’s Experiences (ACES), a Wings of Hope project.

**Oct. 29 | The U.S. Census & You**

Paula Dennison  
Assistant City Manager

How important is an accurate census count? It’s win or lose. Oklahoma lost a congressional representative following the last census, and we win or lose electoral votes and federal tax money for housing, transportation and other services. Paula Dennison will tell us how we can prepare for the census and get everyone counted.

**Nov. 5 | The Soldiers Left Behind: MIAs of World War II**

Dr. Stephen Perkins  
Associate Professor of Anthropology

Why are some 72,000 American service personnel unaccounted for nearly 75 years after the end of World War II? Until now, far less attention and fewer resources have been devoted to recovering these MIAs. Dr. Stephen Perkins will discuss recent efforts and protocols in locating them and the consequences of their recovery.